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Abstract: A new type of infrared induced pbotocur- 
rents is reported occurring in gyrotropic quantum wells 
in the presence of a magnetic field. The effect is caused 
by spin-orbit interaction and may be observed even for 
unpolarized radiation. The current occurs for particu- 
lar relative orientation between magnetic field, current 
and crystallographic orientation. 

Introduction 

The photogalvanic effect (PGE) in semiconductors is 
characteristic for gyrotropic materials and was recently 
intensively studied, both theoretically and experimen- 
tally, in zinc-blende and diamond-lattice quantum well 
(QW) structures [I, 21. In such systems a photocur- 
rent flows under illumination with circularly polarized 
light which changes its direction if the helicity of the 
circular polarization is reversed. However, in the p r e  
ence of a magnetic field a photocurrent can flow even 
if the light is unpolarized [3, 41. This will be denoted 
as magnetugyrotropic PGE below. The effect is due 
to the fact that the gyrotropic point-group symmetry 
makes no difference between polar and axial vectors and 
therefore cwents  j K I B  are allowed by symmetry 
with I the light intensity, B the applied magnetic field 
an invariant proportionality constant. The magnetu 
gyrotropic PGE has been studied theoretically in bulk 
crystals and nanostrudures and was observed in gy- 
rotropic QWs. A detailed list of references is given 
in [5]. So far the magnetwgyrotropic photocurrent has 

-=heen.obsuved for-direct opticaltransitions.~ Here-we re- 
port on the observation of the magnetwgyrotropic phw 
tocurrent in n-doped InAs QWs under indirect intra- 
subband transitions (Drude-like absorption) of linearly 
and circularly polarized far-infrared radiation at photon 
energies smaller than the subband separation. 

~ 

Experimental Technique 

The experiments were carried out at room tempera- 
ture on (001)-oriented n-type InAs/Alo,3Gao,7Sb het- 
erostructures having C,, point symmetry. Single QWs 
of 15 nm width with free carrier densities of about 
1.3. 10" cm-' and mobility % 2 .  IO4 cm2/(Vs) were 
investigated. The samples have four pairs of opposite 
ohmic contacts, see insets in Figs. 1 (a) - (d). An exter- 
nal magnetic field B up to 1 T was applied in the plane 

of the QWs. 
A pulsed optically pumped far-infrared NH3 laser was 
used for optical excitation. The samples were irradiated 
along the growth direction by linearly or circularly pw 
larized radiation of helicity Pc,r... In all experiments 
the electric field vector of linearly polarized radiation 
was oriented perpendicularly to the magnetic field. The 
photocurrent j was measured in unbiased structures as 
the voltage drop across a 50 Q load resistor in a closed 
circuit configuration. 

Experimental Results 
By irradiating the QWs with normal incident lineurly 
polarized light a photocurrent signal has been detected 
after applying an in-plane magnetic field. The polarity 
of the current changes upon reversal of the magnetic 
field. Measurements are presented for radiation with 
X = 148 pm. For B aligned along a (110) axis only a 
current flow perpendicular to the applied magnetic field 
was detected (triangles in Figs. 1 (a) and (b)). For an- 
other experimental configuration, B 11 (IOO), both lon- 
gitudinal and transverse currents were observed shown 
in Fig. 1 (c). In the absence of a magnetic field the 
signals vanish for all directions. 
A magnetic field induced current has also been o b  
served upon excitation with circulorly polarized rad- 
ation yielding a current in both directions, normal and 
parallel to the magnetic field (Figs. 1 (a) and (b)). The 
current component normal to the magnetic field, a p  

-pliedalongy' j l~ [IIO], is independent .of.the~radiation 
helicity and coincides with that induced by linearly pw 
larized radiation, say jzr K IBg>.  This observation in- 
dicates that the origin of this current is the same for 
both linearly and circdurly polarized light. In contrast, 
the current along the magnetic field direction changes 
its sign upon changing the helicity from right- to left- 
handed and vanishes for linearly polarized radiation: 
j ,  cx IBv,Pcirc (see Fig. 1 (b)). This current is caused 
by the spin-galvanic effect [SI. 

Discussion 
The magnetic field induced photogalvanic effect can 
phenomenologically be derived by group theory. The 
present experiments have been carried out on (001)- 
oriented QWs of Cz, point symmetry. In the coordinate 
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Figure 1: Magnetic-field dependence of the photocnr- 
rent measured with magnetic field B parallel to ((a) 
and (b)) [110] direction and parallel to ((b) and (c)) 
[loo]. Pulsed optical excitation of 10 kW power at nor- 
mal incidence was applied at wavelength X = 148 pm 
with linear, right-handed circular (U+) ,  and left-handed 
circular ( U - )  polarization. The current is measured (a) 
normal to B ,  (b) and (d) parallel to B, (c) normal and 
parallel to B. The insets show the geometry of the 
experiments. 

system z' 11 [IIO], y' 11 [110], I I] [OOl], the photocurrent 
can be written as 

(1) j z ,  = SIB,,I +&By, (le.,12 - Ie,,Iz) I + 
S3B,r (e=,e,, + e,,e:,) I + S4B,rIPci,, , 

j , ,  =S;B,,I+ShB,, (le,,12-[ey,/2)1+ 
ShB,, (e.,e;, + e,.e:,) I + SiBy,IPcirc. 

The parameters 5'; and 5': (i = 1.. .4) are invariants 
and e is the radiation polarization vector. In terms of 
this equations the experimental results can qualitatively 
be described. The equations show that the first terms 
on the right hand side yield a current in the plane of 
the QW for polarized as well as for unpolarized radia- 
tion. The second and third terms m u m e  a maximum 
for linear polarization and vanish for circular polariza- 
tion. The last terms describe a current proportional to 
the helicity of radiation. At zero magnetic field no 
current in response to irradiation, neither linearly nor 
circularly polarized, is allowed hy symmetry in agree- 
ment to the experiment. On a microscopic level the ob 
served magnetmgyrotropic PGE can be attributed to 
three possible mechanisms. At first the electric current 
appears due to an asymmetry of spin-dependent spin- 
conserving energy relaxation processes in a system of 
hot carriers heated by free carrier absorption [4]. An- 
other mechanism is based on the asymmetry of spin- 
flip processes and represents in fact the spin-galvanic 
effect [6]. Finally a diamagnetic mechanism yielding 
spin-independent magnetic field induced k-linear terms 
in the electron Hamiltonian of the type c( (B,k,-Byk,) 
may also contribute to a photocurrent. 
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